
Changes in Beliefs - bigger picture

Initially a rather broad Celtic religious association had been identified for each of the animal, 

bird and fish objects carved on the Symbol Stones. However, in a later re-evaluation it became 

apparent that the carvings did not allude to deities themselves but to qualities that could be 

applied to people in the sense of physical and "softer skills" plus some religious beliefs. 

Collectively these personal qualities and beliefs have since been referred to as "attributes".

Why Celtic "attributes" and not Celtic deities?

Mithraic and Christian symbols have been straightforward enough to recognise and ascribe a 

meaning. Animal, bird and fish objects are the bulk of the remainder. Not only do some of 

these have a relevant Roman context associated with the early 3rd century period - and some 

centuries beyond - but they tie in with Celtic "attributes".

Previous research by the author led to much of the text and pictures in the page "Changes in 

Beliefs - bigger picture" (linked below) including references to Stone Circles near the River Spey 

that are thought to be Bronze Age from an early Celtic period. These stones do not have 

symbol carvings although at least one has cup markings. In other places similar stones have 

been re-utilised as Pictish Symbol Stones. Whilst the geography of such locations might reveal 

a very broad underlying reason for creating places of worship, association with any specific 

Celtic belief, deity or attribute is not apparent. This prompted a re-think about why objects 

with a Celtic meaning are on Symbol Stones and why animals, birds and fish but not deities.

Celtic deities were in two groupings - "local" which embodied spirits of a particular feature of 

the landscape such as mountains, trees, or rivers so only known within surrounding areas and 

those generally known throughout large regions (in particular the gods and goddesses called 

upon for protection, healing, luck and honour). Such regions were quite specific sometimes 

comprising groups of countries but in the case of the British Isles basically by component 

country. Numerous male and female deities are noted in a Wikipedia List of Celtic Deities - 

truly diverse and polytheistic. Many of the Celtic deities had associations with planets and 

Roman beliefs e.g. Brigantia as a British goddess connected with river and water cults  equated 

with Minerva by the Romans. 

Some of the Celtic deities have characteristics giving alignment with some of the animal, bird 

and fish "attributes" as carved on Pictish Symbol Stones. Eight instances have been identified 

with the number of occurrences in brackets - cunning (1), fertility (13), hearth (1), magic(13), 

protection (3), regeneration (5), wealth (1) and wisdom (4). Two Gods were of particular note: 

Cernunnos (known to all Celtic areas in one form or another) - God of nature and all 

wild things, virility, fertility, animals, physical love, nature, woodlands, reincarnation, 

crossroads, wealth, commerce, warriors and 
Macha (in Ireland)  - protectress in war as in peace, goddess of war and death, 

cunning, sheer physical force, sexuality, fertility, dominance over men.

https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/changes-in-beliefs-bigger-picture-9-nov-2021.pdf

